Superheroes are a Menace to Society and Should be put on a Register
By Secretary of State Thaddeus E. “Thunderbolt” Ross
Are you fed up of these so called “Superheroes” bringing destruction to our cities and planet? If so, I
completely agree with you! These “Avengers”, as they like to be known, are hugely dangerous and
should not be allowed to get away with the problems that they carelessly bring! I am of the strong
belief that they should be made to register with the government so that they can be watched and
monitored to make sure they aren’t harming anyone else. Here are my reasons why.
First of all, a lot of people have suffered pain and heartbreak in these incidents that have recently
taken place. Yes, these Avengers “helped” to solve the alien problem in New York in 2012 but
couldn’t our heroic army have done it better? Did it need Asgardian gods or huge green beasts to fix
the situation? I have the firm belief that our world renowned army could have handled the situation
and would not have caused half the obliteration that the Avengers did. Putting these monstrous
menaces on a register would enable us to call on them when we need them and let our military
handle the majority of the problems that come our way. With such powers over them we could also
get them to stop whenever we thought it necessary, due to one of them getting out of control and
causing excessive harm to civilians, like the Wakanda incident in 2015 when The Hulk trashed an
entire city.
Next, surely if our great government had power and control over these callous creatures they could
stop them from appearing in our world and bringing their own evil kind with them. Thor is most at
fault for this, however if the Avengers had themselves not become “heroes” then their evil alteregos would also not exist. The Mandarin only existed because of Tony Stark, Loki came to Earth as
Thor was banished here and had Steve Rodgers not become Captain America then the Winter
Soldier would not have been created. All of this devastating destruction could have been avoided. If
these freaks were registered by our government then they wouldn’t be allowed to be seen by the
public without our say so and therefore would not elicit evil behaviour which brings about these
conflicts.
Finally, and most importantly, these woeful wrongdoers are encouraging a number of young people
to go out and copy their actions. Figurines, costumes, computer games and even replica weapons
are readily available for children to buy. In the shops I have seen Thor’s hammer, Iron Man hands
and even Captain America’s shield! All of which could be used as a weapon in the playground or on
the street. What will these children be like in the future? Will they hurt themselves or another when
they think they have super powers? Will they be willing to help others less fortunate or just assume
that one of the Avengers will do it? Under our government’s control our children would not be
exposed to these acts of vile violence and would, therefore, not want to copy them; thus developing
a new, brighter, more independent generation of people.
In conclusion, I cannot express my views on this subject enough. These “heroes” are a huge menace
and will, in the future, lead to more heroes being created; leading to, situations where villains will
have to be defeated which will lead to more destruction and the problem getting even worse. I urge
you, Mr President, to register these abominable anomalies and get them under your control. Those
that believe in peace and sanity will surely sign such a register.

